Introduction
There have been many studies on the fabrication of optical memory devices that can store highly dense information within a limited area [1] . It is well known that azobenzene is a model compound for photo-switched memory devices by using their characteristic property of reversible trans-to-cis photoisomerization [2] , as well as for representative dye molecules in industries [3] .
In these areas, the characteristic features of fluorescence emission also play an important role in functional materials like light-emitting semiconductors [4] . With regard to the emission properties of azobenzene derivatives, a large number of studies have been reported [5] , suggesting that an azobenzene unit in itself hardly fluoresces.
However, it has been reported that J-aggregated azobenzene in the bilayer membrane led to two efficient fluorescence emissions at around 400 nm and 600 nm [6] . Hence, the aggregation of azobenzene unit assumed a key role for the intense fluorescence.
Recently, it have been also reported that the self-assembled micelle-like aggregates of cis-azobenzene derivatives by UV illumination in solution showed aggregate size-and structure-dependent fluorescence emissions [7] .
Herein we report UV irradiation-induced fluorescence enhancement in azobenzene thin films. Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) monolayers and cast films of azobenzene amphiphiles (AzoN + ) were prepared and irradiated by UV light. The UV irradiation-induced fluorescence emission properties of the azobenzene thin films will be discussed. Milli-Q SP reagent system (Millipore Co.). The surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm was measured by using a computer controlled film balance system (FSD-300, USI). The trough size was 190 × 90 mm 2 , and the temperature of the subphase was maintained at 20.0 ± 0.1 °C during the measurement.
Experiment

1. Surface Pressure-Area (π-A) isotherm measurement.
Preparation of Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) monolayers on substrates.
The AzoN + monolayer was prepared according to subsection 2. 
3. UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy measurements of the transferred AzoN
4. Fluorescence microscopy observation and UV irradiation to the AzoN
5. Fluorescence and absorption spectroscopic measurements of AzoN + cast films.
100 µl of a 1 mM chloroform solution of AzoN + was cast onto a quartz substrate and dried to evaporate the chloroform. Fluorescence spectra of the cast films were measured by using a fluorescence spectroscopy system consisting of a spectrometer (CHROMEX), a fluorescence microscope (BX51, OLYMPUS), and a CCD camera (ANDOR DV420-OE).
UV-Vis transmission absorption spectra of the cast films were obtained by using a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (LAMBDA 900, PerkinElmer Co., Ltd.).
Results and discussion
The result of π-A isotherm measurement of AzoN + on pure water is shown in Fig.1 .
(b). The molecular area extrapolated to zero pressure in the condensed phase (solid phase) was calculated to be about 0.41 nm 2 /molecule, which was consistent with the value reported in a previous article [9] .
In the inset of [10] . According to some previous reports [10, 11] , λmax of azobenzene is shifted from about 350 nm (monomer state) to around 300 nm when the parallel orientation of azobenzene, the H-aggregate, is formed. On the other hand, the head-to-tail orientation of azobenzene, the J-aggregate, gives a λmax of around 400 nm.
This hypsochromism and bathochromism is considered to be a result of Davydov splitting, and the details were explained well by Kasha [12] . Considering both π-A isotherm and UV-Vis absorption spectra in Fig. 1 , the λmax of AzoN + was around 347 nm in the initial liquid phase (A≈0.6 nm 2 ), indicating that the azobenzene units remained in the monomeric state. In the solid phase (A<0.4 nm 2 ), however, λmax was blue-shifted to around 332 nm, indicating the formation of H-aggregates.
The fluorescence images of the transferred AzoN + monolayers prepared at different surface pressures of 5 mNm and 25 mN/m were observed by UV-excitation after 5 min UV irradiation under the fluorescence microscope ( Fig. 2. (2) ). It was estimated that the intensity at a focal spot was increased up to ≈10000 mW/cm 2 through the objective lens.
As shown in Fig. 2 . (2), only UV irradiated areas were emitting under UV-excitation.
The fluorescence emission was hardly observed outside of the UV irradiated area. In addition, the fluorescence intensities of the AzoN + monolayers prepared at each surface pressure were almost the same. However, any emissions were not observed when B-or G-irradiation was used instead of UV irradiation. As a control experiment, no fluorescence was observed at the glass substrate without the AzoN + monolayer (data not shown). Moreover, the fluorescence emissions under B-and G-excitation were also observed after the process of UV irradiation ( Fig. 2. (3) ). These results indicated that the UV irradiation-induced fluorescence enhancement of the AzoN + monolayers was independent of the aggregate structures reported in [6, 7] .
In addition to the simple patterning of the UV irradiation under the fluorescence microscope, we demonstrated a lattice-shaped patterning by UV (240-400 nm, ≈600 mW/cm 2 ) irradiation to the AzoN + monolayer covered with a square mesh grid (pitch:
125 µm) as a photomask. Fig. 3 clearly shows that the lattice-shaped patterns of emissions under B-and G-excitation, which had the same pitch as the square mesh grid, were formed. On the other hand, such fluorescence and patterns were not observed when the weaker UV lamp (≈10 mW/cm 2 ) was used. And no fluorescence emission of the AzoN + monolayer constiting of cis azobenzene was observed (data not shown).
Hence, this suggests that the observed emissions in Fig. 3 , as well as Fig. 2 , were not simply attributed to the cis-formed azobenzene.
Although we tried to measure the fluorescence spectra of the AzoN + monolayers to investigate the mechanism of UV irradiation-induced fluorescence enhancement, fluorescence emissions were too weak to analyze with our system. Then, the cast film of AzoN + prepared on a quartz substrate was applied to measure the fluorescence spectra by a spectrometer equipped with a microscope. By excitation at 365 nm, a weak orange-colored fluorescence, which was centered at 600 nm in the fluorescence spectrum, was observed in a fluorescence image without the UV treatment (Fig. 4. (a) ).
As described before, J-aggregated azobenzene molecules had the emission at 600 nm by UV-excitation [6] . Therefore, the orange-colored fluorescence observed from the azobenzene cast films could indicate that the J-aggregated azobenzene molecules were present in the films. By UV irradiation for 150 minutes, the orange-colored fluorescence was changed into a strong blue-white fluorescence, which was centered at 500-550 nm with a wide emission wavelength (Fig. 4. (a) . top).
The transmission absorption spectra of the cast films before and after UV irradiation are shown in Fig. 4. (b) . The UV-Vis absorption spectrum before UV irradiation was broad with a shoulder at around 370 nm corresponding to the J-aggregated azobenzene.
By UV irradiation, the absorption of the AzoN + cast film was significantly decreased, and any changes like the formation of the J aggregate in the spectra were not observed. 
